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In Senate March 23, 1853.
The Joint Standing Committee on Banks and Banking, having
been charged by the legislature with the duty of inquiring
as to the expediency of certain proposed measures of legislation, and also of hearing various petitions, ask leave to
REPORT;

Orders have passed the legislature at different times directing
the committee to inquire into the expediency of
Ist. Altering the general banking law of 1851 so that any
one individual may establish a bank under it.
2d. Amending said act so that mortgages of real estate in
Boston may be pledged to secure the issue of bills under said
act.

3d. Allowing stocks of railroads that are at par in open market, and whose eastern terminus is in the city of Boston, including the Western Railroad, to be received as pledges at a
certain per centum of their par value.
4th. Amending the laws so that only a majority of directors
will be required to reside or have their place of business, in the
county where the bank is located.
6th. Authorizing the appointment of an additional bank
commissioner.
6th. Requiring bank officers to mark all counterfeit bills
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counterfeit,” and make a
record of the same.
7lh. Dividing the surplus profits of any bank before it can
have the benefit of any increase of capital stock authorized by
the legislature.
Bth. Allowing banks to loan upon their surplus funds actually earned, but undivided, by their paying taxes to the Commonwealth as they now do upon their capital stock.
9th. Allowing banks to pay interest not more than five per
cent, on deposits made by executors, administrators, guardians,
assignees of insolvent debtors, trustees for married women,
persons insane, and non compos and minors.
presented to them, with the word

“
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before the Committee for New Banks, and for increase

Petitions

of Capital by existing Banks.
COUNTY.

SUFFOLK
Name

of Petition.

Wm. Thomas and others,

Boston,

.

Wm. Eaton and others,

Boston,

Geo. W. Robinson,

others,

Boston,

John 11. Wilkins and others,

Boston,

Freeman’s Bank,
Tremont,

.

Commerce,
Mechanics’,

.

.

.

Atlas,

Granite,

.

.

Boston,
Boston,

....

North Bank,

Union,

.

.

.

.

Boston,
Boston,

....

500,000 00

.

.

.

-

.

-

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

-

.

.

-

Boston,

Merchants’,

.

.

Boston,

....

1,000,000 00

-

Boston,
Boston,

.

300,000 00

.

Boston,

....

150,000 00

.

Boston,

.

$3,000,000 00

-

Boston,

.

.

New Bank.

-

Boston,

....

North America,

Eagle,

.

.

Boylston,

Shawmut,

.

.

.

Blackstone,.... Boston,

.

.

.

Boston,

....

.

.

Boston,

.

....

Grocers’,

.

.

South Boston,

.

David Sears, Jr., and others,
&

J

Where Located.

.

.

.

.

-

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

-

.

.

Increase.

-

-

-

-

-

$lOO,OOO 00

1,000,000 00
250,000 00
700,000 00
1,500,000 00
100,000 00
100,000 00
500,000 00
500,000 00
250,000 00
500,000 00
2,000,000 00
250,000 00
250,000 00
500,000 00

A
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY.
Name of Petition.

Where

Located.

New

Amory Houghton and others, E. Cambridge,
S. H. Dodge and others,

.

Horace Howard and others,

A. Thompson and others,

.

E. Thompson and others,
Waltham Bank,

.

.

.

Prescott

Malden,

.

....

....

Hopkinton,

100,000 00
100,000 00

-

.

-

-

-

-

$50,000 00

-

50,000 00

-

50,000 00

.

.

.

-

.

Increase.

100,000 00

>

.

.

Cambridge,

Malden,

100,000 00

.

.

Cambridge,

.

$200,000 00

.

.

Woburn,

Lowell,

Cambridge Market,
Cambridge,

Lowell,

Waltham,

.

.

Cambridge,

Bank.

.

50,000 00
50,000 00

ESSEX COUNTY.
Josiah G. White and others,.

Methuen,

Asiatic Bank,

Salem,

Village Bank,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gloucester Bank,

Lynn Mechanics’,
Laighton,

.

.

.

.

.

Danvers,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gloucester,
Lynn,
Lynn,

E. Winslow and others,
Quincy Stone Bank,
Dedham Bank,

.

Weymouth Bank,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

-

-

$lO,OOO 00

40,000 00
100,000 00
100,000 00
150,000 00

COUNTY.

Roxbury,

.

Roxbury,
Quincy,

-

.

NORFOLK
Samuel Walker and others,

$lOO,OOO 00

$lOO,OOO 00

100,000 00

.

.

Dedham,
Weymouth,

.

.

.

-

-

50,000 00
50,000 00
50,000 00

BRISTOL
.Name
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of Petition.

COUNTY.

Where Located.

Increase.

New Bank.
,

Richard Borden and others,
Bristol County Bank,
Taunton Bank,

.

Machinists’ Bank,

Fall River,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$400,000 00

.

Taunton,

-

$lOO,OOO 00

-

.

Taunton,

50,000 00

.

Taunton,

100,000 00

.

WORCESTER COUNTY.
Mechanics’ Bank,

.

Worcester Bank,

Central,

Worcester,

.

.

Worcester,

.

....

Leicester Bank,
Milford Bank,

.

.

.

Leicester,

.

.

Worcester,

Milford,

.

100,000 00

.

-

50,000 00

-

150,000 00

.

.

100,000 00

-

.

50,000 00

-

.

.

PLYMOUTH COUNTY.
Old Colony Bank,

Plymouth Bank,
Ahington Bank,
Hingham Bank,

.

.

.

Plymouth,

.

.

.

Plymouth,

.

.

Abington,

.

.

Hingham,

.

-

100,000 00

-

50,000 00

-

50,000 00

.

.

.

35,000 00

.

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.
.\

.

I

Yarmouth,

.

I

[

Barnstable Bank,

100,000 00

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY.
Hampshire Manufacturers’,
Hadley Falls,

.

.
.

Ware,

-

.

Holyoke,

.

-

.

50,000 00
100,000 00
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HAMPDEN COUNTY.
Name

of Petition.

Where Located.

New

I

Geo. Morriam and others,

Hampden Bank,
Westfield,

Increase.

Bank.

_

.

.

Springfield,

.

.

Westfield,

.

....

$200,000 OOj
-

.

Westfield,

.

-

$50,000 00

50,000 00

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Franklin County Bank,

.

Greenfield,

BERKSHIRE

David Carson and others,
Lee Bank,

.

....

Mahaiwe Bank,

.

.

.

Pittsfield,
Lee,

-

.

COUNTY.

.

200,000 00
-

.

50,000 00

.

Gt. Barrington,

-

50,000 00
50,000 00
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The committee before attending to the several .orders of inquiry above named, proceeded to hear the petitioners for new
bank capital, expecting that those investigations might aid them
in determining what further legislation was necessary in regard
to banks and banking. Pursuing the same order, the committee
will now present the result of their deliberations upon the several petitions.
The sum of the new bank capital that the legislature is asked
to authorize by the petitions now before the committee, is seventeen millions three hundred and ninety-five thousand. Of
this sum, Boston asks for thirteen millions four hundred and
fifty thousand. The combined requests of Boston, Cambridge,
and Roxbury cities, closely allied in business, amount to fourteen
millions and fifty thousand dollars. The petitions asking for this
large amount of new bank capital in these three places are twentysix in number; nine, for new banks, and seventeen for enlarging
the capital stock of existing banks ; the first class, for five millions four hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and the second, for
eight millions six hundred thousand. These latter petitions, presenting to the committee the wants of the same business community through their several channels, are supposed to pray for
a greater portion of new bank capital than that community
would ask for, if it could speak with one voice. A new bank
is projected in State Street, on a large scale, with a view to
supply a large and important class of customers; and it is followed by two or three other banks, projected also on a large
scale, to be located in the same quarter of the city ; and it would
be strange if they did not all have in view, to some extent,
the supply of the same wants. An existing bank also presses
for a large increase of capital, in order to discount good paper
of old customers that it has had to refuse, as well as to admit
new customers who have frequently knocked at its doors,
while many other banks are equally urgent for more capital to
supply wants, many of which are made known at all their
counters, and which, while they want but one supply, are presented to the committee as asking for several. The committee,
therefore, concur with what seems to be the prevailing opinion
of the best business men of Boston, many of whom have been
before the committee and expressed their views, that if the

8
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wants of the metropolis had been expressed in a single petition,
instead of the sum so largely exaggerated by the circumstances
alluded to, the legislature would have been asked to grant an
amount comparatively quite moderate.
These observations
will apply, though with less force, to petitions from a few other
localities in the State, though for the most part this latter class
represent, in a less complicated manner, the wants of the several business districts from which they spring. These applications come from all parts of the State, and in the free and full
hearings that the committee have cheerfully accorded to each
class of petitioners, they have had abundant opportunity to
learn the urgency with which these applications are sustained
by our business community. These representations have been
carefully scrutinized to see,
Ist. What additional bank capital was really sought for;
and,
2d. Whether the petitions were prompted by capital seeking
investment, or business seeking further means to facilitate its
operations.
As to the amount of additional bank capital earnestly prayed
for, the petitioners all concurred in saying that the existing
bank capital of the State cannot furnish all the facilities that
its business absolutely requires. Large amounts of Boston
paper, and of some other localities, go out of the State to be
discounted. Existing banks applying for more capital, represent, by their officers and their records of application for discounts, that they are obliged to refuse an important portion
of good paper that is offered, some a quarter, some a third, and
others one-half. These representations are fortified by the
testimony of business men surrounding the banks, who are
neither officers nor stockholders, but who generally sustain the
petitions with more earnestness than either. The increase
of population, the rapid growth and expansion of business in
the different parts of the State, are presented ; the brief periods
in which it doubles, trebles, and quadruples, are stated ; the
great activity and enterprise that characterize our various pursuits, are depicted ; and in short, our Massachusetts industry is
represented to be now performing more labor and reaping
richer rewards than ever, in her triangular field of commerce,
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agriculture, and manufactures. Our people evidently consider
banks as indispensable to the proper prosecution of business,
as means of transportation are to commerce ; and they therefore seek to have the growth of bank capital hold some relation to the growth of business. Admitting that the amount of
bank capital should be adjusted with some regard to the amount
of business, the legislature can readily recur to sources of information, other than the petitioners, that will confirm the testimony they have given as to increase of business. The business of the State cannot be easily computed, but population
and wealth will serve as a partial guide.

Population of the State.

1840,
1850,

.....

.....

737,699
994,499
256,800

Increase in 10 years, or 34 per cent.
Taxable Property.

1840,
1850,

....

....

$299,878,329
590,531,881
$290,652,552

Increase in 10 years, or 96.92 per cent.
Bank Capital.

1840,
1850,

....

.....

Increase in 10 years, or 9.40 per cent.

.$33,750,000
36,925,050
$3,174,950

Population of Boston.
1840,
1850,

.....

.....

Increase in 10 years, or 41 per cent.

2

98,383
138,788

40,405
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Taxable Property.
1840,
1850,

....

.

$94,581,600

179,525,000

.....

$84,933,400
Increase in 10 years, or 90 per cent.

Bank Capital.
1840,
1850,

.

....

$17,850,000

21,760,000

.....

$3,910,000
Increase in 10 years, or 25 per cent.

Population of the City of Worcester.
1840,
1850,

.....

.....

7,497
19,059
11,562

Increase in 10 years, or 127 per cent.
Taxable Property.

1840,
1850,

$3,696,904

11,088,506

.....

$7,388,602

Increase in 10 years, or 199 per cent.
Bank Capital.

1840,
1850,

'

.

.

.

.

.

.....

$650,000

750,000
$lOO,OOO

Increase in 10 years, or 15 per cent.

Population of Fall River.
1840,
1850,

.....

.....

6,451
11,170
4,719

Increase in 10 years, or 73.12-100 per cent.

1853.]
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Taxable Property.

IS4O,
1850,

|2,552,121

6,091,250

.....

$3,439,129
Increase in 10 years, or 134.75-100.

Bank Capital.
1840,
1850,

.....

$400,000
400,000

No increase.

If the new bank capital authorized in 1851 ($5,005,500) be
added, it will make the percentage of increase 24.26 from 1840
to 1853. If the amount of taxable property that has been added
since 1850 could be ascertained, a much greater percentage of
gain would probably appear.
These figures show the rapidly increasing wealth of the
State, and indirectly, the great growth of its business, for the
property of Massachusetts is employed, to a great extent, in its
own business. They, therefore, serve to confirm the views,
that, in the opinion of the committee, are deliberately entertained by the business community, that the present bank
capital is insufficient for the proper supply of its wants, and
that it should be increased in some proportion to the growth of
business.
As to the second inquiry, it is obviously the duty of the
legislature to see whether the petitions are prompted by capital
seeking investment, or business seeking a supply of its wants ;
for it has never been the policy of Massachusetts to clothe
capital with the high prerogative of issuing a circulation, unless it was demanded by the wants of business. The committee apprehended that capital had been strongly attracted to this
form of investment, from the fact that the existing banks,
though still retaining on hand large surplus profits, had divided,
for the last few years, much more liberal dividends than formerly, as the following statement will show.
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The average annual dividends of all the banks in the State
for the last fifteen years, have been nearly as follows
:

1838,
1839,
1840,

1841,
1842,

1843,
1814,

1845,

.

.

.

.

.

.

5.94 per cent.
5.92
5.58
“

•

“

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5.94
5.98
5.90
4.80
6.00

“

“

“

“

1846,
1847,
1848,
1849,
1850,
1851,
1852,

.

.
.

5.95 per

.

6.54
7.27
7.65

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7.42
7.42
7.68

.

.

cent.

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

They, therefore, looked with care to the sources whence the
petitions originated, and they are satisfied that, for the most
part, they were moved by the first class of business men; those
engaged in active and thriving pursuits; men who are not
seeking particularly for the investment of surplus funds; but
who are willing to spare some money from their business, to
help stock an institution that shall have the power to facilitate
their and their neighbors’ commercial transactions. These men
apply to other persons, and various orders of institutions, that
have money to invest, and readily obtain their engagements to
take stock. It is believed that such new capital as the legislature may authorize, will be distributed to the same classes and
institutions, and in nearly the same proportions, as existing stock
is now held.
The present bank capital is $43,270,500, and is held nearly
as follows
:

Men,

$21,344,667
6,181,500

......

Women,
Trustees, Guardians, Administrators, &c.,

.....

Institutions for Savings,

.

.

.
Insurance Companies,
Charitable, Literary, Scientific, and other Institutions,
.

.

4,807,833

.

3,090,750

.

6,181,500

.

.....

1,664,250

$43,250,500
These petitioners ask, with the emphasis of a united voice,

1853.]
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that the legislature will authorize the new capital to be used
under the old banking laws of the State. The petition of the
Merchants’ Bank, Boston, is hardly an exception, for though the
form of the petition is in the alternative, that the increase may
be granted under the old system, or under the laws of 1851,
(known as the New York Free Banking System,) the very intelligent president of the bank informed the committee that the
owners of the bank wanted the increase under the old system,
for the cogent reason, that they did not know how they could
use it under the laws of 1851, without establishing a new
bank. He also informed the committee that the alternative
was put in the petition at the suggestion of one of its directors,
who is fortunately a very able and useful member of this committee, but who has not succeeded in explaining to the committee the difficulty suggested by the president. The committee believe the Merchants’ Bank to be a very safe and useful
institution, but as it has already by far the largest capital of any
bank in the State ($3,000,000), the committee are happy to find
that they can stay the embarrassment that would be thrown
upon the directors by a grant of the petition in its alternative
form, and yet very well subserve the better public interests of
Boston, by recommending to the favor of the legislature the
petitions of banks with a smaller amount of capital. Though
the petitioners all prefer the old system, it has not escaped the
notice of the committee that a portion of the public profess to
be opposed to the further expansion of the present system of
banking, and urge that all new capital should be organized
under the law of 1851. The argument in favor of the law of
1851 has been so often enforced upon the committee, with
such cogency of reasoning, novelty of statement, and aptness
of illustration, by two of its most strenuous patrons, (our associate before alluded to, and one other worthy member of the
committee,) that we must ask leave, (out of respect to them,) to
submit somewhat in detail, though briefly, the reasons why it
has made no impression on us.
Before we cast aside our present system, and resort to one
that is only known to our State as a shadowy, spectral theory,
upon our statute book, and as a doubtful experiment, at most,
elsewhere, we should weigh well some important considerations.
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1. In 1849 the charters of the then existing banks were
about to expire. They numbered one hundred and nineteen.
Of these, sixty-three existed in 1830, and were then rechartered
for twenty years. The rest had been authorized intermediately
by the legislature, as the business of the State had required.
The lives of all were alike limited to 1850, that changes in
the charters or the system might be introduced if thought expedient ; and 1849 was the time to consider the expediency of
altering the system. If any man suppose that that appropriate
period of time was not improved by deliberating upon the expediency of change of charter or system, he is sadly out of his
reckoning. The subject was canvassed by the people, and by
their representatives in the legislature of that year. Q,uite unmindful of duty, indeed, had our predecessors been, if they had
slumbered over this important subject. No proposition for
change, however, was made to or in the legislature, for the
simple reason, that in and out of the legislature it was concluded
that no improvement could be made by change. And this conclusion was reached with the world of experience as fully before them as now, including the Empire State. The charters
were renewed, without a dissenting voice in or out of the
capital; and thus did the Commonwealth and its legislative
councils utter a distinct and formal approval of a system which
they had tried for many years.
2. The system gives at present the greatest satisfaction to
the various business classes of the State, and inspires a confidence in its circulation that sends it, current and unobstructed,
through the trade-channels of the greater part of the Union.
A man with his bank bill dollars, be they ten or ten thousand,
may pass them in any of the New England market places like
silver and gold ; and may, with the same facility, deposit them
in any bank, and receive instead the specie. And so he may
go trading on the Canada lines, pleasure-seeking down the St.
Lawrence, wool-gathering in Ohio, prospecting for copper
around Superior, or fur-trading to the roots of the Rocky Mountains, and he will find himself a welcome customer, if he have
an abundance of the Massachusetts paper rocks in his pocket.
Where or when has a State currency obtained such a sweep of

1853.]
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circulation, or returned with richer fruits to the people whose
laws establish and sustain it.
This distinct approval, by the State, of our mode of banking, by the renewal of the charters in 1849, and the present
abounding prosperity of our banking institutions, arise from the
healthy constitution of the system, which is found in the laws
and practice of the Commonwealth. In the first place, the
legislature will not grant a charter except for localities whose
business, it is made to appear, clearly require a bank. If this
requirement is fulfilled, the next condition is, that there shall
be sufficient capital ready, engaged, subscribed, to stock the
bank. If the charter be accorded, the general laws next come
in, and require that no business shall be done under the charter,
until the directors satisfy, upon oath, a board of commissioners
appointed by the governor, that the capital stock is actually
paid in, in specie, by the stockholders, in payment of their respective shares, and for no other purpose, and that it is intended
that the same shall remain therein, as part of said capital. Rev.
Stats, c. 36, $ 4.
They are not allowed to incur a debt or give credits over
twice the amount of their capital stock. $9,
They may issue and circulate bills twenty-five per cent, beyond their capital stock. §B.
They must redeem their bills in specie on demand, or pay
two per cent, a month to the holder. $ 61.
If any of the capital stock be lost through the mismanagement of the directors, the stockholders must replace it or lose
their charter. Rev. Stats, c. 36, § 30. Baker and others vs.
Allas Bank and others, 9, Metcalf, 182.
When the charter of a bank expires, or it stops payment,
the stockholders are liable for the redemption of its bills in
proportion to the amount of stock they may hold, and this
liability attaches to corporation as well as individual stockholders. Rev . Stats, c. 36, <§> 31 and 33.
To prevent stockholders from escaping from this liability by
a transfer of stock, believing the bank is about to stop payment, the law provides that transfers made with this intent,
shall be void so far as the liability is concerned. So, if a
stockholder, believing that the bank is insolvent, shall, within
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six months of the expiration of its charter, transfer his stock with
intent to avoid the liability, the transfer shall be void so far as
the liability is concerned. Mass. Laws 1849, c. 32.
One bill-holder may sue for himself and all others, and hold
stockholders individually, to the amount of their stock, for the
redemption of their bills. Rev. Stats, c. 36, >§.3l. Crease vs.
Babcock 10 Metcalf, 525.
But there is another law, not enacted by the legislature, but
the result of the assent and practice of our banks for thirty
years, which perfects the system. It is known as the Suffolk
System of Redemption, and extends to all the banks of New
England. For a moderate compensation, the Suffolk Bank
redeems the bills of all other New England banks, or takes
them at their par value, and calls at the same time on each of
the banks to come and take up their bills in its possession.
This call is made every day, and each bank, therefore, must
see to it, that its circulation is not too large, or its resources
too small to meet the demand. If the circulation is too large,
and the bank hesitates to meet the call, the Suffolk Bank
apprises the community of it. In this way the banks are obliged
to be constantly on the watch, to be able to redeem their circulation. Here, in the Suffolk Bank, is the great New England ledger, from which a balance sheet is made up every day,
and which affords a practical test of the strength or soundness
of each bank from day to day. It is practically an endorsement by the Suffolk Bank, of all the promises of the other
banks; and having the best means of knowing the strength
of each bank, when it withdraws its endorsement from the
notes of any bank and gives notice of it, the community withholds its confidence, and the notes become uncurrent.
Now let us examine the character of the system with which
it is proposed to supplant the existing one. It may be found
in the banking law of 1851. It is said that the intention of
the legislature, in passing that law, was to require that all new
bank capital should bemised according to its provisions, and
that sooner or later, all the banks of the State should be organized under it. On this view of the subject, three observations
may be made.
,

,
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1. It was not the intention of the law of 1851 to supplant
or obstruct the present system.
2. It could not if it would.
3. It should not if it could

(I.) This alleged intention of the act of 1851 is poorly sustained by what the lawyers call the res gestce, or the accompanying acts of the legislature ; for, on the same day, other
laws were passed authorizing new bank capital under the old
system, to the amount of five millions of dollars and upwards.
The truth is, the legislature were moved by the zeal of a distinguished and extremely worthy member, (now mayor of
Charlestown,) who introduced and patronized the measure, and
whose happiness seemed very much involved in its passage.
They hardly hoped the exotic would flourish upon our soil.
They shrewdly suspected they were taking aboard the statute
book a dead-head; and now, after two years’ trial; it is clear
that the law has not done enough to pay for its passage. If
the intention of the legislature, therefore, in passing the act, is
to be gathered from the attending circumstances, and the results of two years’ experience, they must certainly be acquitted
of having harbored any serious designs upon the present
system.
(2.) The law cannot become the exclusive system of banking in Massachusetts, with whatever intentions it may have
been passed. The most noticeable feature in the new system
is the contrivance by which it undertakes to make the circulation stable and convertible. A class of public stocks are enumerated and required to be deposited with the auditor, to
secure the redemption of all bills that may be issued, and then
the circulation flows forth from the bank to the amount of the
pledge ; and, as if not quite sure of the public confidence,
blazons upon its front the ensign of its credit
Secured by
the pledge of public stocks /” The stocks allowed to be used
by the law are those of the United Slates, the New England
States, New York, and the cities and towns of the Commonwealth. The stocks when used must be “equal to six per
cent, stocks of the State of Massachusetts.” Now everv busi—“
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ness man knows, that if he goes into the market and purchases
Massachusetts or United States stock at the present time, and
uses them under the above rule, that he will pay 120 dollars
for what will avail him in circulation, only 100 dollars. The
stocks of the other New England States are small in amount,
some not having any, and the stocks of New York are all appropriated to the uses of their own banking system. As to the
cities and the towns of the Commonwealth, though a few of
them at present have stocks, it is not to be presumed that they
will have permanent debts. It is not possible, therefore, to
obtain a sufficient amount of the prescribed stocks to secure
the present amount of circulation in the State, viz.: $21,172,367. And this circulation must increase with the growing
demands of business. But it may be said, that all that is
required at present is a sufficient amount of stocks to cover the
circulation that may flow from such new capital as may be
granted, and that the amount required by the whole circulation
of the State will only be wanted some twenty years hence,
when the charters of the banks are about to expire. But by
that time, will have expired, also, the stocks themselves relied
on by the law. A considerable portion of the Massachusetts
stock is payable in a few years, and the whole in eighteen.
One-half of the New York stocks are redeemable in ten years,
and the whole in fifteen. One-fourth of the United States
stocks are redeemable in five years, and the whole in fifteen.
Massachusetts and the United States are anticipating the maturity of their stocks as fast as they can. And this work is

carried on by the United States, with the surplus in her treasury, with rapidity, and the following statement, taken from a
daily paper, will show to what embarrassment it leads:—
One of the provisions of the New York Free Banking Law
is leading to an embarrassing result. There are now in deposit, at the comptroller’s office in Albany, $1,783,000 of
United States five per cent, stocks, as security for the bank
issues of various banks established under this law. The secretary of the treasury has given notice that the interest on
these stocks will stop on the Ist of July next, and also that the
“
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holders, on the transmission of their certificates to the treasury,
at any time previous to the Ist of July, may receive payment
at once of the principal, with interest up to the date of the
receipt of the certificate at the treasury. The advance payment would be an advantageous operation, in the present state
of the money market, but the certificates cannot be withdrawn
from their present place of deposit, without a substitute in New
York stocks, which can be obtained only at an extravagant
price, and in small amounts.”
It is evident that the first step in the organization of the
system, viz., the procurement of stocks to secure the circulation
of the State, cannot be taken. We therefore say that the system is not feasible.
(3.) But if the state of the market were such that this large
amount of stocks could be obtained at their par value, there are
yet to be stated the gravest objections to the system.
1. The security proposed for the circulation is temporary
its
in
nature; none of the stocks mentioned in the bill, having
more than half the period of a generation of men to run
whereas, circulation should have a basis more commensurate
with the life of a State.
2. As no one supposes that our own State, or cities, or towns
will furnish any considerable portion of these stocks, we must
take the bank capital now affording business facilities to
the
community, and go to foreign states and leave it there in
exchange for stocks. The loan of so much capital to foreign
states, every dollar of which is so much wanted in our banking operations, would operate unfavorably upon the State, and
upon the country part of it with great severity.
The present bank capital being in round numbers $43,000,000, and the circulation $21,000,000, half the means of the
banks to furnish loans would be withdrawn. The
capital of
the 105 country banks being $18,000,000, and their
circulation
$13,000,000, about three-quarters of their capital would be
withdrawn from the business in which it is now engaged.
3. These stocks, when obtained and deposited
according to
the law, do not furnish so good a currency as our
present system
:
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provides. The value of a currency consists in its immediate
convertibility into specie at the will of the holder, not on the
fact that the bill may be secured by a mortgage, which will,
in time, perhaps, after a law-suit, bring him the specie, but
whether the holder can, at any time, for the asking, have his
bill redeemed. The bank promising to pay, on demand, needs
to be in constant readiness to fulfil its promise, and it is obviious that a bank with its capital guardedly invested in a commercial loan that is being paid back upon its counter every
day, is in a more eligible situation to pay its own promises,
than it would be, if a large portion of its capital were wrapped
up in stocks, and stowed away in the pigeon-holes of the State
Auditor. The stocks may be good, but they are out of the
reach of the promisors for their present wants. Delay in payment is a failure to fulfil the promise, and affects the currency
as injuriously as doubt about its ultimate security.
4. Though our law of 1851 does not include in its list of
pledges, mortgages of real estate, the system, if adopted, will
lead to the adoption of that species of security. The difficulty
of obtaining a supply of public stocks and the urgency of land
holders would propably induce the legislature to admit, as
other legislatures have done, mortgages of real estate, to pay
the amount of circulation.
A proposition, to this effect, is
now before the committee. This has been found to be the
most objectionable form of security for circulation. Lands in
some localities are as fluctuating in their value, as any species
of property. The laws of New York have placed in the hands
of the Comptroller all possible defences against deception on
the part of those who offer them as pledges, and yet that officer complains that the law is constantly evaded, by which
heavy losses accrue to bill-holders Report Superintendent,
Bank Department, 1853, page 52.
But this report is already too long to dwell further upon
objections to the proposed new system of banking. It is
claimed that it has worked well in the State of New York,
where it was established in 1838. Of the banks first established
under the law, 29 failed, 23 of which failed to redeem their
circulation, which was $1,122,545. The pledges were sold
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according to law, and the avails paid only an average of 70 per
of the circulation.*
Bat it is said that poor stocks were first admitted, and that
the law has since been improved by the exclusion of all stocks
but those of New York and the United States. The law still
allows, however, the pledge of mortgages of real estate to half
the amount of the circulation. And in two recent cases of
failure, (the James Bank and the Bank of New Rochelle,) their
pledged bonds and mortgages were sold at a loss, one of 28,
and one of 41 per cent, upon the amount for which they were
pledged. See Rep. Superintendent Banking Department of 1853,
page 49. From the best knowledge we can obtain, there has been
no loss by holders of Massachusetts bank bills, for the last forty
years, that approaches the losses above described. The system
is used to establish banks mainly for circulation. Men in the
city of New York, possessed of stocks, establish banks in the
remote parts of the State, in the name of an agent, issue bills,
and have them redeemed in New York, by another agent, that
the law requires, at
per cent, discount; then, issue again,
and this process of issue and redemption at a discount, is said to
be effected many times in the same day. This abuse of banking
privileges has proceeded so far under similar laws of Illinois and
Indiana, that their legislatures, as reported by the papers, have
recently repealed the laws. The issues of the New York banks
are not current throughout their own territory, and this fact is
recognized by their laws, which authorize the banks to redeem
their bills at commercial centres, at per cent, discount. The
committee think, therefore, that the Free Banking System provided by the law of 1851, even if it could be put in operation,
should not supplant the present banking institutions of the
Stale. Believing, however, that the law provides tolerable
security for bills that may be issued under it, and’that it yields
cent,

The stocks of the twenty-nine failed banks were sold by the Comptroller to provide for their circulation, and we annex a summary of the rates to show the loss on
each kind.
$449,000 Indiana stock sold for $220,381, or 49 08-100 oftheir pledged value ; $239,000
Illinois slock sold for $117,323, or 49 13-100 of their pledged value ; $176,000 Alabama
stock sold for $56,142, or 71 06-100 of their pledged value ; $66,000 Michigan stock sold
for $48,047, or 72 75-100 of their pledged value ; $138,350 New York sold for $122,571,
or 88 59-109 of their pledged value ; $407,988 bonds and mortgages sold for $285,261,
or 69 92-100 of their pledged value.—See Comptroller's Report o/’ 1846.
*
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the boon so long and loudly called for by some people, viz.:
the privilege of free banking, the committee adhere to the
opinion expressed in their brief report of February 14th, that
the law should stand for the use of those who choose to resort
to it.
A more important practical question is, can our present system be expanded to meet the wants of the petitioners, without
harm to the public good ? It certainly cannot, if its present
circulation be in the plight represented in the minority report
of our two associates before alluded to; that is, that our bank
hills are “without any security to the public that they will be
The public has always believed that it takes
redeemed.”
pretty good security for the redemption of the circulation by
the code of laws that it prescribes to banks; and that opinion
is so prevalent now, that probably no man in Massachusetts,
out of her Lunatic Hospitals, excepting our minority associates,
would utter such folly.
Our circulation, confided in and
all
over the Union, is not an accident, but the legitsought for
imate product of good legislation.
The circulation of all the banks is $21,172,369, and it rests
on the following securities
The capital stock of the banks which, though
not invested in
state stocks,” is still
liable for the circulation,
$43,270,500
Stockholders individually liable for as much
:

“

.

.

more,
Paper on which circulation was paid out,

.

.......

.

43,270,500
21,172,369

$107,713,369
Over five dollars of our securities for one of circulation, we
think, would yield the bill-holder as much, in case of failure of
a bank, as the New York bond and mortgage security, dollar
for dollar. But another fear seems to haunt our friends of the
minority, that additional bank capital will only aggravate those
terrible contractions and expansions in the currency, which
they cannot abide ; and they surely are bad things, but do not
happen to be referable, in the opinion of the committee, to
any given amount or increase of bank capital. To shorten our
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report, we will omit an argument upon this point, and present
a statement of our bank capital and circulation for the last fifty
years, at brief intervals, to show that the issues of banks are
governed by some other law than their amount of capital stock.

Increase of. Bank

Years.

~

From 1803 to 1808,
From 1808 to 1813,
From 1813 to 1818,
From 1818 to 1823,
From 1823 to 1828,
From 1828 to 1833,
From 1833 to 1838,

Capital.
~

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

From 1848 to 1850,
From

1850

to

1853,

Increase of Circulation.
...

$3,934,738 00

.

From 1838 to 1843,
From 1843 to 1848,

..

-

2,835,000 00

$1,048,775 00

854,275 00

493,640_00

1,900,725 00

448,409 00

7,687,800 00

755,879 00

8,898,450 00

4,205,245 00

5,393,750 00

1,511,402 00

*
-

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,895,200 00

3,976,762 00

3,940,050 00

3,809,797 00

6,345,450 00

4,166,541 00

The Boston banks have authority to circulate
They circulate only

_

Decrease.

$527,149 00

181,245 00

$30,825,000
8,304,591
$22,520,409

All the banks in the State may legally circulate
Their actual circulation is

.......

...

54,088,125
21,172,367

$32,915,758
Here is an existing power in the banks to inundate us with
a flood of thirty-three millions more of bank bills, and according
to the reasoning of the minority, we are indebted to the charity
*

Decrease, $3,540,200.
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of I! the comparatively few gentlemen who would be benefited
either as stockholders, or by the increased facilities to borrow
money of these banks,” for not hoisting the gates.
The bank capital of Maine is $3,923,000; circulation,
$3,254,882, or nearly 100 percent, of the capital; while the
bank capital of Rhode Island is $14,037,441, and circulation
$3,322,314, or only 23 per cent, of the capital.
It is evident, from these statements, that the amount of circulation does not depend on the amount of bank capital in
existence, but that is governed by the business wants of the
community. It does not keep pace with the advance of business, for the plain reason that it is used only in few, and those
the smaller, commercial transactions. International commerce,
for instance, is carried on without the use of bank bills or specie, except to settle balances. So with commerce between
different emporiums in the same country, between neighboring
cities, between men in the same city or town. As commercial
transactions between men grow large, bank bills give way to
the different forms of commercial paper, as means of affecting
them. The whole circulation of Massachusetts would not suffice to transact the business of Boston one day.
The increase of business does not require that the banks
should have further authority to issue bills, for they do not and
cannot avail themselves of what they already possess, but it
does require that they should have further capital stock, that
they may furnish the additional facilities necessary to its successful prosecution. As the expansion of the circulation bears,
in the opinion of the committee, scarcely any assignable proportion to a given amount of additional capital, and as the
certain effect of additional capital upon the circulation will be,
under our laws, to strengthen it by giving it more security, the
committee recommend that more capital should be granted in
cases where it seems to be clearly required, and for such cases,
they have prepared bills which they herewith submit.
The committee have freely commended the present system
of banking and the code of laws that govern it, and have
treated its circulation as the best and safest of any now known
in this country. The banks, however, are not beyond the
reach of adversity. With men and other business corpora-
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tions, they are on the high tide of business, and tempests,
corning from distant quarters, may whelm them beneath the
waters, without any fault of their own. Channels of trade,
now full, may dry up ; important departments of industry may
be broken down; the earth may not yield its fruits, through
unpropitious seasons; wars may dam up or reverse the great
currents of trade; embargoes and non-intercourse may sweep
commerce from the ocean ; —and when the whole community
is overwhelmed with embarrassment by events so great and
controlling, in the commerce of the world, it is not expected
that our banks will escape. They are not perfect, but they are
the best we know how to establish. The leading duty of the
government is to provide for the safety and convertibility of
the circulation. This duty has been so well discharged that
it seems to the committee almost impossible that bill-holders
should suffer any loss when banks fail or when their charters
expire.
For the Committee,

E. H. KELLOGG.
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